Extended Service Plans

Your customers depend on you to provide solutions for their computing needs. Their connection to friends, family and associates is vital, and you recommend VAIO® computers to keep that connection alive. Now with Extended Service Plans for VAIO® PCs, you can offer your customers a solution to minimize potential downtime. Extended Service provides high-quality, dependable connection alive. Now with Extended Service Plans for VAIO® PCs, you can offer your customers Extended Service Plans.

VAIO Notebook Onsite Extended Service with Accidental Damage from Handling

This plan will repair eligible parts in your Sony product if and when it malfunctions due to breakdowns that occur from handling the product under normal operating conditions. (Best available for BX or TX series)

PCGA-5SYLPAD 2 year coverage
PCGA-3SYLPAD 3 year coverage
PCGA-2SYLPAD 4 year coverage

VAIO Notebook Onsite Service Extension

This plan is designed to extend the original Sony Onsite Service warranty for VAIO Notebooks purchased. This plan is available for 4, 3, 2 years of coverage. Coverage includes all shipping and depot service is performed onsite. Otherwise, repair or replace eligible parts in your Sony product when it malfunctions due to breakdowns that occur from handling the product under normal operating conditions.

PCGA-2SYLFU 2 year coverage
PCGA-3SYLFU 3 year coverage
PCGA-4SYLFU 4 year coverage

VAIO Notebook Express Ship Extended Service

Designed to extend the original Sony warranty on VAIO notebooks providing Express Ship service. This plan is available for 4, 3, 2 years of coverage. Coverage includes all shipping and depot service is performed onsite. Otherwise, repair or replace eligible parts in your Sony product when it malfunctions due to breakdowns that occur from handling the product under normal operating conditions.

PCGA-2SYLFU 2 year coverage
PCGA-3SYLFU 3 year coverage
PCGA-4SYLFU 4 year coverage

VAIO Notebook Express Ship Extended Service with Accidental Damage from Handling

This plan is designed to extend the original Sony warranty on VAIO notebooks providing Express Ship service. This plan is available for 4, 3, 2 years of coverage. Coverage includes all shipping and depot service is performed onsite. Otherwise, repair or replace eligible parts in your Sony product when it malfunctions due to breakdowns that occur from handling the product under normal operating conditions.

PCGA-2SYLFAD 2 year coverage
PCGA-3SYLFAD 3 year coverage
PCGA-4SYLFAD 4 year coverage

Notes:
- The plans are available in the U.S. only.
- Not available for UX or TZ series.

Extended Service Plans

Sony recommends genuine VAIO® accessories.
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Sony recommends genuine VAIO accessories.

### Sony VAIO Accessories Guide - Fall 2007

Sony Transmission, the lightweight and portable device that streams audio files stored on your PC. With built-in speakers, advanced wireless technologies and a sophisticated design, the VAIO VGN-FE800, FE700, FE600, FE500 Series.
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